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Introduction

- This is a new project. We are excited to start a new project with possibly working with PTK. We want to help give kids in our community to have a better Christmas. We would also like to get people to donate a coats along with our toy drive. We want people who can’t afford a coat, be able to have one.
Our Plan

- Right now, we're trying to organize our partnership with PTK. PTK has been known for organizing great fundraisers so we'd like a chance to see how they do it, and learn from them. Next we find out who needs toys, and coats. Maybe, set up angel trees.
Community is a group of people who work and live in the same area. Like local businesses, schools, and the people who live there.

We think our community will benefit from our project, because we're helping children in our area that wouldn't under certain circumstances get a good Christmas, but will this year 😊
To get this project out we need to get advertising. We will have better involvement with our peers and with our community if the project is well known. Another thing we would do is put up an angel tree in the student center and maybe a bin for the coats.
Our Data

- The type of data we can collect with our project would be like: how many families need help with the Christmas, with how many boy toys we get versus girl toys, outcome of project, etc…
As I said before, were working on a partnership with PTK, so as of right now were waiting...patiently..to hear from them. I’m only giving them a bit longer, before we have to move on without their help. We want to have everything collected by thanksgiving so we can get everything ready to be distributed.
Kourtney- I have been working out the fine details, trying to get the partnership with PTK up and going. I’m also working on the power points. And helping get the word out.

Jesse- Is going to figure how many families need help for this Christmas time. Plus helping with advertising.

Ginger- Is going to get the bins ready for the coat drive, and help advertise.
Technology/ Resources

- We plan to use the internet, and phonebooks.
- We haven’t made very many contacts yet, but so far we have our teachers at NWACC, and some church friends. Also work connections.
We would like to help families out in our community, to try and spread some holiday cheer. And to make sure we can help people keep from freezing without a jacket. Maybe, learn how math fits in the “real” world.